
"The Wounded Soldier."

Among the most hopeful of American artists as to the effect of the war
upon  art  is  Johannes  Gelert,  the  famous  sculptor  of  the  Haymarket
monument in Chicago. Mr. Gelert, who has recently moved to this city
from the "West",  has won additional fame by his great statue of  "The
Wounded Soldier", which has already won one gold medal and recently
attracted  a  large  measure  of  praise  at  the  exhibition  of  the  National
Academy of Design.

I found the sculptor the other day working upon a new war medal in his
studio. 

"Do I think that the Spanish-American war has affected art. I should say
that it had most decidedly. In my opinion it is an inspiration such as art
in this country has not had since the Civil War. In sculpture it will have
a most beneficial influence in the way of equestrian and military statues.
The public parks for a decade to come will  be decorated all  over this
country with the figures of the brave men who gave up their lives for
their nation in the year 1898."

"What feature appeals particularly to you?"

Like the Greek.

"I am giving only a sculptor's idea, but I should say that it is the figure of
the American soldier. He is a different type from the soldier of any other
nation in the world. He is something like the Greek, and partakes of the
Goth and the Briton, yet he differs from all three. To my mind he is the
ideal soldier." 

The  sculptor  looked  across  his  studio  to  a  beautiful  marble  and
continued; "I had this idea in view when I carved my "Wounded Soldier."
You notice that he is almost nude. This feature of the work has caused
more comment, I suppose, than any other. I have received nearly 200
letters asking me why he is not clothed. This is the story: You see that
broken  gun lying  on  the  ground at  the  soldier's  feet?  That  gun was
broken upon the soldier's head. He was left for dead by his comrades.
During the period of insensibility produced by the shock of his wounds
he was robbed of his clothing save his shirt by a band of marauders.
When he came to his senses he seized his shirt, drew it from his form
and threw it across his loins, where you see It in the statue, and tore It
Into bandages which you see him placing as best he can upon his arm.
The strained condition of the muscles and the pose bring out possibly



better than anything else could the remarkable vigor and ruggedness of
the figure."
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